SurveyTracker Plus®
PrintFlex/ScanFlex Add-on Component

At times, do you find that you need to print scannable forms using your own paper or have you ever run out of specialized scannable form paper at the wrong time? The PrintFlex/ScanFlex Add-On Component for SurveyTracker Plus is the perfect solution for you!

The SurveyTracker Plus PrintFlex/ScanFlex Add-On Component makes it easy to print scannable forms on your own paper. Along with the option of printing your surveys on Scantron's standard or custom forms, the PrintFlex/ScanFlex Add-On introduces the option to use blank paper you purchase from an office supply store or directly from Scantron.

Any blank white paper purchased from a local supplier that is 24# bond and 84 brightness should allow you to print forms that scan perfectly with the supported Scantron scanners. When printed with PrintFlex enabled, your forms will include all necessary text and scanner marks merged onto the form.

Scantron also sells blank paper that is the correct weight and brightness. When you need a convenient and quick paper source, Scantron can get you printing fast! Contact your account representative for more information.

When SurveyTracker Plus prints your forms to a local PostScript laser printer, a simple switch enables the PrintFlex functionality. An easy-to-use alignment guide is included to help make sure your forms print accurately. Printer alignment is a snap with the PrintFlex/ScanFlex Add-On Component.

As SurveyTracker Plus scans your completed plain paper printed forms, its powerful ScanTools technology accommodates the slight irregularities on documents printed on local laser printers by automatically finding and adjusting to timing marks and response positions so that all your data is scanned accurately.

Printing scannable forms to your own paper is as easy as checking Enable PrintFlex before printing.

GET THE RESULTS YOU NEED TO MAKE INFORMED BUSINESS DECISIONS TODAY!

For a free consultation to meet your organization’s goals, call 800.722.6876 or visit us at www.scantron.com to learn more.

About Us

Scantron® provides technology to help you collect data you can use. We offer solutions and services, delivered with the quality you expect from decades of experience. Whether you need to work on paper, online, or anywhere in between, Scantron can meet you where you are and help you get to where you want to be.